Abstract -We solve a boundary value problem for the two-dimensional discrete Schrodinger equation in the rectangle Μ χ TV, Μ < TV, with zero boundary conditions. In this work it is found that the inverse problem reduces to the reconstruction of the symmetric five-diagonal matrix C by the given spectrum and the first k(M, N), 1 < k < N, components for each of basis eigenvectors. The matrix C has a lacuna between the second and (N + l)-th diagonals. As a result, the first N components of the basis eigenvectors must satisfy (N -1) 2 (M -1) additional conditions and N conditions of compatibility. The elements of C together with lacking' (N-k) components can be determined by solving the system of polynomial equations which involve the additional conditions, the compatibility conditions, and the orthonormality conditions as well as the relations defining the elements of the matrix C by the eigenvalues and components of the basis eigenvectors. We could completely clarify the statement of the problem in concrete calculations. The derivation and the solution of the cumbersome polynomial systems were performed on SPP by using CAS REDUCE 3.6.
INTRODUCTION
B. N. Zakhariev [9] has called the attention of the author to the development of algorithms for solving inverse problems for the discrete Schrodinger equation. A detailed bibliography on multidimensional inverse problems is available in [4] . First we studied the one-dimensional discrete Schrodinger equation [5] [6] [7] . The solution of the inverse problem in this case reduces to the reconstruction of a symmetric three-diagonal matrix by the given spectral data. The author [7] developed an efficient algorithm for computing a symmetric three-diagonal matrix and basis eigenvectors by the given spectrum and the first components of basis eigenvectors. In the present work we discuss an inverse problem for the two-dimensional discrete Schrodinger equation. Wave motion on lattices in discrete quantum mechanics is described in [5, 6, 9] by the finite difference Schrodinger equation We consider the problem in the rectangle 1 < i < M, l< j < N, with zero boundary conditions -0o,j = ΨΜ+IJ = V^' .o = ^»'Λ+ι = 0. In the case of the zero potential ί/ij = 0 the eigenvalues and basis eigenvectors are determined by the formulae Hence we obtain a simple algorithm (given in Section 5) for calculating the symmetric five-diagonal matrix C by the given spectrum and the given first N components for each of the basis eigenvectors. The matrix C has a lacuna between the second and (N + l)-th diagonals. As a result, N components cannot all be given arbitrarily.
Aalong with N(N + l)/2 orthonormality conditions, these components must satisfy (N -T) 2 (M -1) additional conditions which ensure the orthogonality of the components of the basis eigenvectors:
(ei.e,·) = 0,...,(β,·-ι,β,·) = 0, j = N + 1, ...,/.
Besides, the compatibility conditions which ensure the validity of N lower equations of the spectral system CEj -XjEj for all j must be satisfied.
The inverse problem for the two-dimensional discrete Schrodinger equation reduces to the reconstruction of a symmetric five-diagonal matrix by the given spectrum and the first k(M, N) t 1 < k < N, components for each of the basis eigenvectors.
The elements of the matrix are computed simultaneously with 'lacking' (N -k) components by solving the system of polynomial equations, which along with the orthonormality conditions, the additional conditions, and the compatibility conditions, contains the relations defining the matrix elements as functions of Xj and the components of the basis eigenvectors.
In Sections 2-6 we discuss successively the derivation of the additional conditions and the compatibility conditions, the algorithm for solving the inverse problem, including its verification, and the numerical results obtained for the symmetric five-diagonal matrix of order 12. In the general case the same arguments are true. In Section 7 the additional conditions for the symmetric five-diagonal matrix of M N order are presented. In the same section a simple algorithm for determining the fc(M, N) number of free components (for each basis eigenvector) is presented as well.
ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS
The number of additional conditions is equal to the number of zero elements between the upper second and upper (N + l)-th diagonals of the matrix C except for the zero elements of the lower N rows. The three-diagonal matrices [7] have no such lacunae.
Note that the inequality holds for TV > M > 2 :
Thus, the components e{ can be chosen arbitrarily, providing that \\ei\\ = 1. The first term in the left-hand side of the above inequality implies the number of the orthonormality conditions for the vectors e 2 , ..., e# . Tlie total number of the components of these vectors is given in the right-hand side.
Next we give 18 additional conditions for N = 4, M = 3. The sought symmetric five-diagonal 12 χ 12 matrix is From this point on the following designations are used for brevity : We explain how the first additional condition e s _L e 3 ensuring the orthogonality of 65 to 63 is obtained. Recall that CE{ = A;£ t is called the spectral system. We multiply successively the first equation of the spectral system te\ · e\ + uu\ · e\ + vd\ -e* 5 = \ie\ by ej, ej, t\ and each time we sum over i. Since the vectors ei, e 2 , e 3 are orthogonal and tei = £{»1 A t -(ei) 2 , uu x = Σί=ι Α,-eiej, we obtain the relations t=l t = l t=l t=l in the first, second, and third cases, respectively. Hence for 65, e 3 to be orthogonal it is necessary that the first additional condition £|. =1 λ,-eje^ = 0 be satisfied. The orthogonality of e 5 to e\, e 2 naturally results from the definition of tei, titii. The other additional conditions are obtained analogously. In the case of a three-diagonal matrix [7] the orthogonality of all computed ej results from the definition of *e t , uu t .
Our aim was to verify by the concrete example (M = 3, TV = 4) the necessity of the additional conditions and the possibility to determine the lacking components ej, j = 2, ..., N, i = 1, ..., /, by solving the system of additional conditions coupled with the orthonormality conditions. The initial value of AI = 0.96775... was perturbed, in the calculations we used AI = 0.96.
Attempts to reduce the solution of the system of additional conditions coupled with the orthonormality conditions to the solution of three separate systems in order to successively correct ej, e\, ej were described in [8] . Following this way, we succeeded in solving the system of first 24 equations. Three additional conditions ensuring the orthogonality of eio, en, e\ 2 remained unsatisfied. The components e^, e\ are simultaneously available in these conditions. Attempts to alternately solve the systems for e\, e\ with frozen ej, e 3 , respectively, were not successful. The Newton method iterations diverged, including the modifications with variable steps. The correction of e 2 was made beforehand: e^, i = 1,2,3, were found by solving the system / (ei,e 2 ) = 0, (e 2 ,e 2 ) = 1, ^Aje 1^ = uui(tei + <e 2 ), e 6 J. e 5 .
t = l
In this case ei and ej, i = 4, ..., /, remained equal to the initial values. The problem was solved in a different way. The vectors e 3 , 64 were corrected simultaneously by solving the system of 45 equations with 45 variables: e 3 , ej, i = 1,...,12, uu 2 , uui, uu 6 , wz 7 , te 3 , *e 4 , *e 6 , te 7 , *e 8 , vd 2 , W 3 , vdt, u2, t;2, tx3, u3, su3, 5tx4, $67, s68, 578.
The first 36 variables are the components of the basis eigenvectors and the elements of the sought symmetric five-diagonal matrix. The remaining nine variables are defined by the relations:
Here 24 equations out of 45 equations of the system are orthonormality conditions and additional conditions (recall that we had 27 in all, three equations were used for the correction of 62). The remaining 21 equations are relations defining the matrix elements wt/ 2 , uu^ uu^ uui, te^ te^ te^ tei, te&, vdi, vd^ vd 4 and the new variables u2, v2, u3, υ3, su3, su4, 56?, s68, s78. The system of 45 polynomial equations was solved on SPP (hereafter we mean HP Exemplar S-Class SPP-2000) by using the package NUMERIC, REDUCE 3.6 [3] . As a result, the perfect orthonormality of the computed 'basis' eigenvectors was obtained. However, we ran into a new obstacle. It is the subject of the next section.
COMPATIBILITY CONDITIONS
All the equations of the spectral system are involved in computing the elements of the three-diagonal matrix and its basis eigenvectors [7] . However, in computing the elements of the considered five-diagonal matrix and its basis eigenvectors (given the spectrum and the first Ν components for each of the basis eigenvectors) the lower Ν equations are not used. As a result, the basis' vectors found do not satisfy automatically the lower Ν equations of the spectral system. Hence they are not basis vectors. This became clear in the process of calculations. In order for the computed ^basis' vectors to be actually basis ones, we had to add conditions of 'compatibility*. First we chose the relations
να 6 -f im 9 + tejQ + wu 10 = as compatibility conditions. They are obtained by squaring the lower TV equations of the spectral system with subsequent summation over i, orthonormality taken into account. Note that the elements of the lower W rows of the matrix are defined without using the lower N equations of the spectral system. In general, they must not satisfy the above relations. Attempts to solve the 'complete' system together with the above four equations were not successful. Thereafter another attempt was made: as compatibility conditions we just used the above four.equations of the spectral system with A,· = AI : This attempt was successful: for the remaining A,· the lower N equations were satisfied automatically. Thus, in order for the computed basis eigenvectors to satisfy the lower N equations for all A,·, t = 1, ..., /, it is sufficient for these equations to hold for only one of A,·. The above N equations with A,· = AI can be chosen as compatibility conditions. Thus, the components of 62, ..., e# must satisfy the system of equations:
We 
MATRIX COMPUTATION
In this section we discuss the reconstruction of a 12 χ 12 symmetric five-diagonal matrix by the given spectrum and the first components of the basis eigenvectors. Here AI = 0.96, the other A,·, i = 2, ..., 12, remain nonperturbed. The first components of the basis eigenvectors for the nonperturbed problem are taken as t\. In the case under study the components of e 2 , e 3 , e 4 must satisfy 31 conditions. The components 4, i = 8, ..., 12, are chosen equal to their nonperturbed values. The first seven components of the vector e 2 and all the components of the vectors 63, 64 are found simultaneously with the elements of the perturbed matrix and the variables su2, su3, su4 by solving the system of 62 polynomial equations. The system is solved using the package NUMERIC, REDUCE 3.6 [3] : load.package numeric; rt:=num_solve(sys,var,accuracy=na,iterations=ni) ; var:={xl=eg(2,0 l x2=eg(2 l 2),x3=eg(2,3) l x4=eg(2,4),x5=eg(2 > 5), X6=eg(2,6),x7=eg(2,7) > yl=eg(3,l),y2=eg(3,2) l y3=eg(3,3) l y4=eg(3 l 4),y5=eg(3 l 5),y6=eg(3,6) > y7=eg(3,7) > y8=eg (3, 8) , y9=eg(3,9) ,ylO=eg(3,10) >y ll=eg(3,ll) ,yl2=eg(3,12) ,zl=eg(4,l) , z2=eg(4,2) ,z3=eg(4,3) ,z4=eg(4,4) ,z5=eg(4,5) ,z6=eg(4,6) , z7=eg(4 > 7) > z8=eg(4 > 8),z9=eg(4,9),zlO=eg(4 > 10) i zll=eg(4,ll), z!2=eg(4, 12) ,uul=-l ,uu2=-l ,uu3=-l ,uu5=-l ,uu6=-l ,uu7=-l ,uu9=-l , uulO=-l,uull=-l ^62=4,163=4^64=4^65=4^66=4^87=4^68=4^69=4, telO=4,tell=4,tel2=4,vdl=l,vd2=l f vd3=l,vd4=l f vd5=l,vd6=l,vd7=l, vd8= 1 , su2=du2 , su3=du3 , su4=du4} .
The basis vectors are the columns of the matrix e^(12, 12). 62 equations of the system sys include 9 orthonormality conditions, 18 additional conditions, 4 compatibility conditions, 28 relations defining the elements of the matrix, and 3 relations defining $ui:
The algorithm of the Newton method for solving the systems of nonlinear equations F(x) = 0,aT= (ζ!,..,**) 7 ,/ 1 = (/ι,.. .,/n) T , is implemented in the NUMERIC package.
The values of the variables corresponding to the nonperturbed problem were taken as the components of XQ, i.e. the initial data for the Newton method iterations: x n+1 =
VERIFICATION OF THE RESULTS
To verify the results obtained we compute the elements of the symmetric five-diagonal matrix C and the remaining components of the basis eigenvectors e#+i, ..., e/ by the given λ,·, ei, i = l, ...,/, and found 62,..., e#. An algorithm analogous to the algorithm for computing the symmetric three-diagonal matrix was implemented using the REDUCE system [7] .
5.1. Algorithm. Given the spectrum and the first TV components for each of the basis eigenvector, we compute successively over ι = 1, ..., Ν : Then (using the package ROOTS [3] ) the spectrum sp of the obtained matrix mt is computed.
We also verify the orthonormality of the computed vectors ej , j = 5,..., 12. For instance, when the system of 24 equations (ensuring orthonormality of t\,..., e 4 and satisfying all the additional conditions except for the last three) was solved, the following results were obtained.
In brackets with the number i there are values of As one would expect, the computed vectors eio, en, en are not orthogonal because the last three additional conditions are not satisfied, whereas the other orthonormality conditions are satisfied with high accuracy.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
We now discuss the results of the solution of the problem of reconstructing the 12 χ 12 symmetric five-diagonal matrix by the given spectrum and the first components of the basis eigenvectors: AI = 0.96, the remaining eigenvalues and the first components of the basis eigenvectors are identical to their initial values corresponding to the nonperturbed matrix.
The calculations were performed on SPP by using REDUCE 3.6 [3] . In the process of calculations the computing time was determined, including analytical calculations connected with the construction of the polynomial system of 64 equations: To verify the numerical results we computed (by the algorithm in the preceding section) the symmetric five-diagonal matrix mi by given λ,·, e\ and the found perturbed vectors e 2 , e 3 , e 4 . Its elements are identical to the corresponding components of the solution rt of the polynomial system practically with design accuracy. All the components of the basis eigenvectors are computed simultaneously with the matrix elements. The matrix er = / + 0(10~n) shows the perfect orthonormality of the found eigenvectors Ej (compare with er in the preceding section). The characteristic polynomial det(mi -XI) was obtained and its roots were calculated using the package ROOTS [3] . Below the initial eigenvalues are given in the left column. The roots of the characteristic polynomial of the matrix mt are given in the right column.
The components of g, sp coincide to the eighth decimal place, here PRECISION 15. With PRECISION 25 the components of g, sp coincide to the 17th decimal place. For instance, A! = 0.9600000000000000000000001. It is interesting to note that the computing time did not increase. Thus, the solution of the inverse problem is found. Figure 1 shows the first and seventh basis eigenvectors for the initial and pertubed symmetric five-diagonal matrices.
The calculation performed is of fundamental importance. The preliminary theoretical estimates led to the erroneous arguments. We reasoned that only some of the additional conditions must be satisfied. In the process of calculations it turned out that all the additional conditions must be satisfied. However, this was not sufficient. The solution of the Complete' system showed that the basis' eigenvectors found do not satisfy the last N equations of the spectral system. The calculations showed that it is necessary to use the compatibility conditions.
To Here l < p < M -2. When the system of additional conditions is used to determine the lacking components, we substitute e^p +t into it as explicit functions of the first N components of the basis eigenvectors. These functions can easily be calculated by the simple recurrence relations:
After the substitutions we obtain the cumbersome expressions. They can be simplified by using the definitions of £e t , uu t , the orthonormality relations, and the previous groups of the additional conditions. In this way we obtained the simple additional conditions (see Section 2) . 
Then k is the integral part of x\, k = [χ ι],
Thus, when Μ = Ν = 3, the lesser root is x\ = 1.27..., k = 1. For M = 3, W = 4 the lesser root is x\ = 1,48..., k = 1 again. And finally for M = 4, N = 1 the lesser root is xi = 2, k = 2.
In the general case we have zi This implies the inequality 1 < x\ < Ν and hence 1 < k < N.
In the case M = N = 2 we have χ λ = 0.62..., x 2 = 6.37..., k = 0. Finally, for M = 2, Af = 3 the polynomial P has the roots x\ = 1, x 2 = 10, which yields fc = 1.
Hence for Af > M > 2, except for M = TV = 2, the number of components prescribed arbitrarily is not less than 1 (for each of the basis eigenvectors). However, N components cannot all be prescribed arbitrarily, i.e. k < N. Thus, we always have to solve the system of polynomial equations for finding N -k lacking components.
Remark 7.1. Following [6] we say that the constructed perturbed symmetric fivediagonal matrix C corresponds to the discrete Schr dinger equation with the nonlocal potential 2 The elements of C [see (1.1)-(1.3)] contain 0,·,ι*,·,υ,· which define the elements of the nonlocal potential:
CONCLUSION
The concrete calculation allowed us to completely clarify the statement of the inverse problem for the discrete two-dimensional Schr dinger equation. The symmetric fivediagonal matrix can be reconstructed by the given spectrum and the first fc(M, TV) components for each of the basis eigenvectors. The elements of the matrix together with the lacking components e\, i = k + 1, ...,N, j = 1,...,A/W, can be found solving the system of polynomial equations. This system consists of conditions of orthogonality of the vectors e t , i = k + !,...,#, to the preceding vectors ei,...,e t .i, the normalization conditions ||e,|| = 1, the additional conditions ensuring the orthogonality of the vectorŝ , ξ = Ν + 1,...,/, to the preceding vectors ei,...,e^_i, the compatibility conditions ensuring the validity of the lower N equations of the spectral system. Finally, it includes the relations specifying the elements of the matrix as the functions of the eigenvalues and the components of the basis eigenvectors.
